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Background:  Coronary artery calcium (CAC) measurement currently requires a second non-contrast scan in additional to contrast enhanced CT 
coronary angiography, increasing the total radiation dose. We sought to derive and validate a method of measuring coronary calcium from standard 
contrast enhanced CTs.
Methods:  All calcium scores and contrast scans were performed using a wide volume 320 detector-row scanner according to standard clinical 
protocols. We used a developed algorithm to quantify extra-luminal coronary calcium in the major epicardial vessels using a semi-automated 
technique. One hundred contrast and corresponding Agatston calcium score measurements were used for initial parameter estimation. The 
technique was then prospectively validated in a further 100 patients according to pre-specified inclusion criteria (ACTRN 12610000354088).
Results:  Calcium scores ranged from 0 to 4842. Correlation of the contrast scan derived calcium score with the measured CAC was extremely high 
(r2=0.99). Using standard CAC bands (0-10,11-100,101-400, >400), agreement of the virtual calcium score with the measured was near perfect ( 
kappa = 0.88). Inter-rater reliability was excellent (Intra-class correlation =0.99).
Conclusion: Calcium scores can be accurately measured from standard contrast enhanced cardiac CT scans, removing the need for a second non-
contrast calcium score scan. Radiation dose reductions of between 10% and 50% across standard protocols can be expected with this technique. 
